Description of The Context

1. Representatives

Utterance 1

Grand Pabbie: I recommend we remove all magic, even memories of magic to be safe.... But don’t worry, I’ll leave the fun.

Grand Pabbie: She will be okay.

Young Elsa: But she won’t remember I have powers?

King: It’s for the best.

In the troools place where King and the Queen bring Anna to ask the help hand, Grand Pabbie healed and recommended removing Anna's memory for the best. Elsa felt so gloomy because her sister would not remember about what happened the accident before especially about the power. But King convinced her that was for the best and Elsa did what her father said.

Utterance 2

Elsa: Thank you...only I don’t dance.

Duke: Oh...?

Elsa: But my sister does.

Anna: What?

Duke: Lucky you....

Anna: Oh, I don’t think—

Duke offered Elsa as the new queen of Arendelle, Elsa rejected that offer and she offered hers sister as her alternate in dancing. Anna was surprised because she didn’t ask permission firstly, than Duke held hand of
Anna and pulled her to the dance area. Elsa was very comfortable when saw her sister couldn’t dance and looked like in trouble.

Utterance 3

*Duke*: Let me know when you’re ready for another round, *M’Lady.*

*Elsa*: Well, he was sprightly.

*Anna*: Especially for a man in heels.

The dance among Duke and Anna was over, Duke asked her about another round if Anna would do that, then Anna came back to Elsa who standing alone. They were talking about duke which had friskiness in dancing, then Anna grumbled and said about a man in heels.

Utterance 4

*Elsa*: Are you okay?

*Anna*: I’ve never been better. This is so nice. I wish it could be like this all the time.

*Elsa*: Me too....

*Elsa*: But it can’t.

*Anna*: Why not? If--

*Elsa*: It just can’t.

Elsa questioned Anna about her condition. Anna answered that she was in the better condition, she wanted to be like that all the time like when they were little. Elsa felt the similar thing but Elsa couldn’t what her sister wanted because there was a hindrance in other side. That was the dangerous power of Elsa which could danger to her comrades around.

Utterance 5
Elsa:  *Are you okay?*

Anna:  *I’ve never been better. This is so nice. I wish it could be like this all the time.*

Elsa:  *Me too....*

Elsa:  *But it can’t.*

Anna:  *Why not? If--*

Elsa:  *It just can’t.*

Elsa questioned Anna about her condition. Anna answered that she was in the better condition, she wanted to be like that all the time like when they were little. Elsa felt the similar thing but Elsa couldn’t what her sister wanted because there was a hindrance in other side. That was the dangerous power of Elsa which could danger to her comrades around.

Utterance 6

Elsa:  *Are you okay?*

Anna:  *I’ve never been better. This is so nice. I wish it could be like this all the time.*

Elsa:  *Me too....*

Elsa:  *But it can’t.*

Anna:  *Why not? If--*

Elsa:  *It just can’t.*

Elsa questioned Anna about her condition. Anna answered that she was in the better condition, she wanted to be like that all the time like when they were little. Elsa felt the similar thing but Elsa couldn’t what her sister wanted because there was a hindrance in other side. That was the dangerous power of Elsa which could danger to her comrades around.

Utterance 7

Elsa:  *May I talk to you, please. Alone.*
Anna: No. Whatever you have to say, you, you can say to both of us.

Elsa: Fine. You can't marry a man you just met.

Anna: You can if it's true love.

Anna asked Elsa's permission to marry Hans who just met. Anna forced Elsa to gave that permission but for Anna's goodness, Elsa forbid to marry a stranger, Anna with her reasons tried to convince her sister but the decision of Elsa couldn’t be changed

Utterance 8

Anna: More than you. All you know is how to shut people out.

Elsa: You asked for my blessing, but my answer is no. Now, excuse me.

Elsa questioned Anna about what she knew about true love. Anna with her belief felt she knew more than her sister, she supposed that her sister just stayed at the empty room and no one could have talking with her. But Elsa still on his decision to refuse Anna's requesting.

Utterance 9

Elsa: No, it's okay. You don't have to apologize.... But you should probably go, please.

Anna: But I just got here.

Elsa: You belong in Arendelle.

Anna: So do you.

Anna arrived in the castle which made from ice where Elsa stayed. She asked for apologizing about what she had done before, Elsa had already forgave her sister for all of faults and asked her to go away. Anna refused Elsa's suggestion and asked to come home together. Elsa rejected and said that Elsa belonged to Arendelle.
Utterance 10

_Elsa:_ You belong in Arendelle.

_Ana:_ So do you.

_Elsa:_ No, I belong here. Alone. Where I can be who I am without hurting anybody.

Elsa said that she was not a part of Arendelle anymore, she just wanted to stay away alone without hurting anyone else with the power of her. Anna tried to convince her sister. There was quarrel between them, immediately because emotional Elsa blown up the power and struck heart of Anna.

Utterance 11

_Ana:_ He's just like the one we built as kids.... We were so close. We can be like that again.

_Young Elsa:_ Anna!

_Elsa:_ No, we can’t.

Olaf came where they had a chat. Elsa was surprise when saw a snowman could life like a human. Anna told her that it was made by them when were little, Anna wanted to be like that where they could play together and to be so close again.

Utterance 12

_Elsa:_ Goodbye, Anna.

_Ana:_ Elsa, wait--

_Elsa:_ I’m just trying to protect you.

_Ana:_ You don’t have to protect me. I’m not afraid.

Please don’t shut me out again.

Elsa leaved Anna who tried to bring her back to Arendelle, she tried to protect her sister from its power. Anna felt didn’t need a protector
and she just wanted to be like before. But Elsa is still in her decision and ignore whatever Anna said.

Utterance 13

Anna: You kind of set off an eternal winter...everywhere.
Elsa: Everywhere?
Anna: It’s okay, you can just unfreeze it.
Elsa: No, I can’t. I don’t know how.
Anna: Sure you can. I know you can.

Anna told Elsa that she created an eternal winter everywhere. Elsa was surprise because she didn’t know how to bring back summer. Anna believed to her sister and asked to unfreeze it. She tried to support in order her sister could bring back the summer sooner.

Utterance 14

Hans: If you would just stop the winter, bring back summer... please.
Elsa: Don’t you see... I can’t.
Elsa: You have to tell them to let me go.
Hans: I will do what I can.

Elsa was awake with two hand be tied with big chain, then Hans came and ask to stop the winter and bring back the summer. Elsa couldn’t do what Hans wanted and asked him to release and let her go where should stayed. Hans didn’t release and leave Elsa alone in the prison.

Utterance 15

Anna: Oh, Elsa.
Elsa: You sacrificed yourself for me?
Anna: I love you.
Anna's body changed to be ice statue which standing in front of Elsa to protect her from attacking of Hans. Elsa hug Anna, she was very sad didn’t know why sacrificed her life for her sister. Suddenly Anna changed to be like before. Elsa stated that she loved to her sister that made Elsa was so happy.

Utterance 16

Anna: I love you.

Olaf: An act of true love will thaw a frozen heart.

Elsa: Love...will thaw...

Love... Of course

Olaf stated that an act of true love could thaw a frozen heart. Then Elsa realized something. She believed with power of love also could unfreeze the ice everywhere. Then she moved her hand and used her power to unfreeze the snow and bring back summer. Everyone were very happy and laugh together.

2. Directives

Utterance 1

Young Anna: Elsa. Psst. Elsa! Psst.

Young Anna: Wake up. Wake up. Wake up.

Young Elsa: Anna, go back to sleep.

Young Anna: I just can’t. The sky’s awake, so I’m awake, so we have to play.

Young Elsa: Go play by yourself.

Young Anna: Do you want to build a snowman?

Anna came into her sister bed room and tried to wake her up purposed to go to play together. For the first Elsa refused her sister
requesting, Anna tried explaining what happened to her that she couldn’t sleep. Second, Elsa ordered Anna to go to play by herself, then Anna didn’t give up and used another ways. She questioned Elsa do you want to built a snow man, for a moment Elsa opened her big eyes and both of them run into ballroom to play together.

Utterance 2
Young Anna:  Elsa. Psst. Elsa! Psst.
Young Anna:  Wake up. Wake up. Wake up.
Young Elsa:  Anna, go back to sleep.
Young Anna:  I just can’t. The sky’s awake, so I’m awake, so we have to play.
Young Elsa:  Go play by yourself.
Young Anna:  Do you want to build a snowman?

Anna came into her sister bed room and tried to wake her up purposed to go to play together. For the first Elsa refused her sister requesting, Anna tried explaining what happened to her that she couldn’t sleep. Second, Elsa ordered Anna to go to play by herself, then Anna didn’t give up and used another ways. She questioned Elsa do you want to built a snow man, for a moment Elsa opened her big eyes and both of them run into ballroom to play together.

Utterance 3
Young Anna:  Do the magic! Do the magic!
Young Anna:  This is amazing!
Young Elsa:  Watch this!
Young Elsa:  Hi, I’m Olaf and I like warm hugs.
Young Anna:  I love you, Olaf.

They were standing on the floor of ball room to begin the playing. Anna requested Elsa to create the magic thing, as she want Elsa create a snow rain and ordered to watch what would she did. She created a rug of snow on the floor of the room, then they built the snowman which named Olaf by Elsa. Anna stated that she loved the snowman and hug it.

Utterance 4
Young Anna:  Catch me
Young Elsa:  Gotcha!
Young Anna:  Again! Again!
Young Elsa:  Slow down!

Anna asked Elsa to created a mound of snow where would be a place she jumped. Elsa did whatever Anna wanted and created it to catch her. Elsa was so happy and asked Elsa to make it more and more as fast as she could, then Elsa asked her to slowed down because its too fast and it would be dangerous.

Utterance 5
Young Elsa :   Go away, Anna.
Young Anna :   OKAY BYE.

After the incident, memories of Anna who was removed by grand Pabbie make her forget everything what happened between her sister and herself. She asked her sister to go to play and built a snowman again. But Elsa for the goodness of Anna refused its requesting.

Utterance 6
Elsa (12) :   I’m scared. It’s getting stronger.
King : Getting upset only makes it worse.

Elsa (12) : No. Don’t touch me. I don’t want to hurt you.

Elsa was 12 years old, the power was getting stronger, she so scare because it'd like to difficult to control. King entertained her not to getting upset and tried to touch her daughter. Elsa forbid King to touch her because she didn’t want to hurt the King.

Utterance 7

Teen Anna : See you in two weeks.

Teen Elsa : Do you have to go?

King : You’ll be fine, Elsa.

King and Queen planed a journey by sheep for two week, they take leave to Anna first, Elsa questioned to their parent should they went to leave her alone. Then king said not to be afraid, she would be fine.

Utterance 8

Elsa : So, this is what a party looks like?

Anna: It’s warmer than I thought.

In the party of coronation day of Elsa as a Queen. Elsa and Anna had talking then Elsa questioned about the party looked like, then Anna answer the party was warmer than she thought, they had never had experience about a party because the gate was closed for along time.

Utterance 9

Elsa : And what is that amazing smell?

Anna And Elsa : Chocolate.
It was still in the coronation day, suddenly Elsa nosed something she questioned Anna about what kind of smell, then both of them answer together and said chocolate and laugh together like no accident happened.

Utterance 10
Elsa: Well, he was sprightly.
Anna: Especially for a man in heels.
Elsa: Are you okay?
Anna: I’ve never been better. This is so
nice. I wish it could be like this
all the time.

After Anna had done in dancing with Duke Weselton, Anna came close to Elsa and grumbled about a man in heels. Elsa questioned about her condition, Anna answered that she felt very nice and wan to be like that all the time.

Utterance 11
Anna: Well, we haven’t worked out all the
ourselves. We’ll need a few
plan the ceremony. Of
course we’ll have soup, roast, and
ice cream and then--
Wait. Would we live here?
Elsa: Here?
Hans: Absolutely!
Elsa: Anna—

Anna said about the planning of her wedding, she was planning after wedding would live at arendelle. Hans was so happy. Anna with her
confusing just silenced and called Anna that indicated to stop talking nonsense. Anna ignore what her sister did and continue her boasting.

Utterance 12

Anna: *Oh, we can invite all twelve of your brothers to stay with us--*

Elsa: *What? No, no, no, no.*

Anna: *Of course we have the room. I don’t know. Some of them must—*

Anna continued its planning to invite all twelve of Hans's brothers to stay with them in the castle. Elsa as the big sister didn’t give permission and forbid her planning, Anna explained that they had got many of room would be enough to let the brothers stayed.

Utterance 13

Anna: *Of course we have the room. I don’t know. Some of them must--*

Elsa: *Wait. Slow down. No one’s brothers are staying here. No one is getting married.*

Anna explained that they had got many of room would be enough to let the brothers stayed. Elsa forbid her to talk non sense. Elsa explained no one would be marry and no one brother would come and staying there.

Utterance 14

Elsa: *May I talk to you, please. Alone.*

Anna: *No. Whatever you have to say, you, you can say to both of us.*
Elsa asked Anna to talk alone just both of them. Anna stated whatever she said had to say to Hans. Then they went away from group of people and starting the discussion.

Utterance 15

Anna: *You can if it’s true love.*

Elsa: *Anna, what do you know about true love?*

Anna: *More than you. All you know is how to shut people out.*

Elsa didn’t give her permission to Anna to marry a stranger who just met. Anna insist if that was the true love. Elsa questioned about what she know about the true love. Then Anna answered more than Elsa she know much about the love, because she felt that her sister didn’t know about love and just stayed in the room and locked it no one could entered.

Utterance 16

Hans: *Your Majesty, if I may ease your--*

Elsa: *No, you may not. And I-I think you should go.*

Hans proposed marriage to Anna and asked the permission to Elsa lonely. Elsa refused and suggested him to go away leaved Arendelle. She intended to back to her room and ordered one of the servant to give her gloves, then he gave the gloves but Anna tried to stop her.

Utterance 17

Elsa: *Give me my glove!*

Hans proposed marriage to Anna and asked the permission to Elsa lonely. Elsa refused and suggested him to go away leaved Arendelle. She
intended to back to her room and ordered one of the servant to give her gloves, then he gave the gloves but Anna tried to stop her.

Utterance 18

Anna: *Elsa, please. Please. I can’t live like this anymore.*

Elsa: *Then leave.*

Anna requested to Elsa and forced her to get the permission of mirage. Anna said she couldn’t live like that anymore where her sister always locked the door and no one could come in. and the gate would be closed anymore. Elsa ordered her to leave the castle if she didn’t like her decision.

Utterance 19

Anna: *What did I ever do to you?!!*

Elsa: *Enough, Anna.*

Anna continued force Elsa and questioned about the past. Elsa ordered her to stop talking that made her angry, but Elsa questioned about the reason why she keep a distant with her sister and what she afraid of. And so on. Elsa was angry and without unintentional showed the power made around freeze. Duke said that there were something dubious there from distance where he stood.

Utterance 20

Anna: *No. Why? Why do you shut me out?!! Why do you shut the world out?! What are you so afraid of?!*

Elsa: *I said, enough!*

Duke: *Sorcery. I knew there was something dubious going on here.*
Anna continued force Elsa and questioned about the past. Elsa ordered her to stop talking that made her angry, but Elsa questioned about the reason why she keep a distant with her sister and what she afraid of. And so on. Elsa was angry and without unintentional showed the power made around freeze. Duke said that there were something dubious there from distance where he stood.

Utterance 21

*Duke:* There she is! Stop her!

*Elsa:* Please, just stay away from me.

Stay away!

*Duke:* Monster.... Monster!

*Anna:* Elsa!

Duke ordered to his servants to stop Elsa who tried to leaved away the castle, at that time the winter had already blew up. Elsa requested to everyone not to come closer to stay away from her. Duke who saw the power of Elsa claimed that she was a monster.

Utterance 22

*Anna:* I’m so sorry about what happened. If I’d known--

*Elsa:* No, it’s okay. You don’t have to apologize.... But you should probably go, please.

*Anna:* But I just got here.

Anna arrived at the castle which made by ice then met Elsa and asked for apologizing, Elsa had already forgive her sister and suggested to leave her alone. Anna refused because she just got there.

Utterance 23
Elsa: *Who’s this? Wait, it doesn’t matter. You have to go.*

Anna: *No, I know we can figure this out together—*

After Olaf came in then followed by Kristoff for a second. Elsa was surprised and questioned Anna who was there. And ordered all of the to go away leaved her castle. Anna rejected to offer the help hand to stop the winter together.

Utterance 24

Anna: *No, I know we can figure this out together—*

Elsa: *How? What power do you have to stop this winter? To stop me?*

After Olaf came in then followed by Kristoff for a second. Elsa was surprised and questioned Anna who was there. And ordered all of the to go away leaved her castle. Anna rejected to offer the help hand to stop the winter together. Then Elsa questioned Anna what power Anna had to stop the winter. Anna just stayed silent because she didn’t know what to do.

Utterance 25

Kristoff: *Anna, I think we should go.*

Anna: *No. I’m not leaving without you,Elsa.*

Elsa: *Yes, you are.*

Utterance 26

Marshmallow: *Go away!*

Duke’s Thug: *The Queen.*

Elsa : *No. Please.*

Elsa : *Stay away!*

Thug : *Get her! Get her!*
The servants of Duke had already reached Elsa place. They tried to catch and killed her. Elsa ordered to them to stay away and ordered marshmallow to chase away them. But they force to enter the castle and fought with Elsa.

Utterance 27

_Marshmallow:_ Go away!

_Duke's Thug:_ The Queen.

_Elsa:_ No. Please.

_Elsa:_ Stay away!

_Thug:_ Get her! Get her!

The servants of Duke had already reached Elsa place. They tried to catch and killed her. Elsa ordered to them to stay away and ordered marshmallow to chase away them. But they force to enter the castle and fought with Elsa.

Utterance 28

_Elsa:_ No....What have I done?

_Elsa:_ Why did you bring me here?

_Hans:_ I couldn’t just let them kill you.

Elsa waked her eyes, she was surprised staying in the prison of Arendell and looked out appearing the winter happened everywhere. She questioned to herself what had she done. Suddenly Hans looked come closer to Elsa. She questioned about the reason why he brought to the prison. But he answered that he couldn’t let Elsa was killed by Duke's servant.
Utterance 29

Elsa: Why did you bring me here?

Hans: I couldn’t just let them kill you.

Elsa: But I’m a danger to Arendelle. Get Anna.

Elsa waked her eyes, she was surprised staying in the prison of Arendell and looked out appearing the winter happened everywhere. She questioned to herself what had she done. Suddenly Hans looked come closer to Elsa. She questioned about the reason why he brought to the prison. But he answered that he couldn’t let Elsa was killed by Duke's servant. Elsa requested Hans to find Anna. then Hans asked to stop the eternal winter.

Utterance 30

Hans: If you would just stop the winter, bring back summer...please.

Elsa: Don’t you see...I can’t.

Elsa: You have to tell them to let me go.

Hans: I will do what I can.

Hans requested to Elsa to bring back summer. But Elsa didn’t know how to do it. She requested to released and let her went away. Hans ignored Elsa and go to try another way, although he would used the dirty way.

Utterance 31

Hans: Elsa. You can’t run from this!

Elsa: Just take care of my sister.

Hans: Your sister? She returned from the mountain weak and cold. She said you froze her heart.
Elsa could release from the chain which tied her. She went out of the prison supposed to leave Arendell, Hans followed her from behind to prohibit her moving. Elsa requested to take care of Anna, but Hans told lie. She stated that Anna was died caused by Elsa.

Utterance 32

Anna: Elsa.
Anna: No!
Elsa: Anna!
Elsa: Oh, Anna...no...no, please no.
Olaf: Anna?
Elsa: What? Anna?

Anna who would meet Kristoff accompanied by Olaf saw Elsa in danger of Hans attack. She run trough where Elsa would be killed by Hans to block. Elsa forbid to save her life but suddenly Anna blocked Hans attack with her body. Suddenly her body changed to be statue of ice that made sword had been rebounded. Olaf was screaming to call Anna. Elsa was crying when she saw Anna changed to be like that.

Utterances 33

Olaf: Hands down, this is the best day of my life...and quite possibly the last.
Elsa: Oh, Olaf. Hang on, little guy.
Olaf: Hey, my own personal flurry.
Anna: Uh. Uh. Uh.

Elsa could control her power and bring back summer. as the creature was made by snow Olaf getting melt because of the air change to
be warm. Elsa ordered Olaf to hold out and created a personal could for Olaf. Olaf was so happy because she could alive again.

Utterance 34

_Elsa:_ Are you ready?

Everyone had gathered on the town hall of the castle. Elsa questioned for the readiness of them to show her power. She created a rug of ice which closed the floor of the hall. Everyone laugh together felt happy.

3. _Commisives_

Utterance 1

_Anna:_ I like the open gates.

_Elsa:_ We are never closing them again.

_Anna:_ What? Oh, Elsa, they’re beautiful,

but you know I don’t ska—

After the summer had been back, they opened the gate and society of Arendelle came inside to the castle. Anna like open gates. Elsa promised that they wouldn’t close the gate anymore. Elsa used her power to create a wide rug of ice on the floor and everyone played together. Kristoff and Sven was also looked like had the place.

Utterance 2


Your Majesty, as your closest

partner in trade, it seems only

fitting that I offer you your first
dance as queen.
Duke:  *One, two, three. Jump.*

Elsa:  *Thank you...only I don’t dance*

Duke introduced himself to Elsa that he would like to be a partner trade and offered about first dance as a new queen. She described how to dance with his movement of body, unfortunately Elsa refused that offer of Duke and offered Anna to represent her in a dance

---

4. **Expressive**

Utterance 1

*Young Elsa:*  *Slow down!*

*Young Elsa:*  *ANNA!*

*Young Elsa:*  *MAMA! PAPA!*

Anna jumped from one mound of snow to empty place, in other side Elsa create a mound of snow as a place to land. Anna jumped too fast and Elsa asked her to slow down, suddenly Elsa was slept on ice and the power struck the head of Anna and made her unconscious. Elsa was so afraid and called name of Anna. then she called her parents to come to help them.

Utterance 2

*King:*  *Elsa, what have you done? This is*

*Queen:*  *Anna!*

*Elsa:*  *It was an accident. I’m sorry, Anna*
King and Queen had come where the accident happened, King questioned to Elsa what she did to her sister. Then Queen was so afraid that looked on presence of her face. Elsa apologized to Anna like what the King think about. Queen stated that her condition like ice cold.

Utterance 3

Elsa: You look beautiful.

Anna: Thank you. You look beautifuller. I mean, not fuller. You don’t look fuller, but more beautiful.

Elsa: Thank you.

Elsa and Anna were standing together, Anna felt didn’t know what to do because their last meeting when they were young. Elsa praised her sister that looked so beautiful. Then Anna thanked to her and praised back. Elsa thanked to Anna about the praising.

Utterance 4

Duke: If you swoon, let me know, I’ll catch you.

Elsa: Sorry.

Duke: Like an agile peacock... CLUCKCLUGGLE-CLUCK!

Duke and Anna were dancing, Duke said would catch Anna if she swoon, Anna was confuse with herself movement, because Duke was so fast in moving. In other side Elsa laughed alone and apologize to Anna that because forced her sister to dance whereas she didn’t do it.

Utterance 5

Hans: Your Majesty.

Anna: We would like--
Hans: --your blessing--
Anna: --of--
Anna/Hans:--our marriage!
Elsa:  Marriage...?
Anna: Yes!

Elsa was standing alone having the ceremony of her coronation. Anna and Hans came to asked permission to get married, they stated together. Elsa who didn’t know anything just said marriage which showed her confuse because her sister would marry with the stranger who just met. Anna who very hope that her sister would give permission looked very happy.

Utterance 6
Elsa:  I’m sorry, I’m confused.
Anna:  Well, we haven’t worked out all the ourselves. We’ll need a few plan the ceremony. Of course we’ll have soup, roast, and ice cream and then--

  Wait. Would we live here?

Elsa apologized because her confusing when her little sister suddenly asked her permission to get married. Anna who didn’t care about her sister confusing talked another topics, about the planning the ceremony of wedding and invited all of Hans brothers.

Utterance 7
Anna:  Elsa? It's me...Anna?!
Elsa:  Anna.

Anna entered the castle where Elsa stayed, she said to show his presence to her sister. Then Anna was surprise how could she was in her
castle alone. In other side Olaf and Kristoff waited in the outside of the castle next to the door.

Utterance 8

Anna: Elsa, you look different.... It’s a good different.... And this place is amazing.

Elsa: Thank you, I never knew what I was capable of.

Anna praised Elsa because she looked different especially about her cloths, it combined between ice and cloth that used in ceremonial of her coronation as Queen. And also the place was so beautiful with accessories hang on. Elsa thanked to Anna about her praising.

Utterance 9

Olaf: 58...59...60.

Elsa: Wait. What is that?

Olaf: Hi, I'm Olaf and I like warm hugs.

Elsa: Olaf?

While counting Olaf come into the castle and followed by Kristoff, Elsa was surprise of presences of Olaf. He introduced his name. Elsa remembered that the snowman was built by both of sisters.

Utterance 10

Olaf: You built me. You remember that?

Elsa: And you're alive?

Olaf: Um...I think so?

Anna: He's just like the one we built as kids.... We were so close. We can be like that again.
Olaf tried to make Elsa remember about him, then she surprised what she built for the long day in the past could alive now. Olaf show the fact by saying I think so. Anna told that it was like what they built when were little and asked to be like that again, playing together and close relationship.

Utterance 11
Anna: You kind of set off an eternal winter...everywhere.
Elsa: Everywhere?
Anna: It’s okay, you can just unfreeze it.

Anna informed that Elsa had created immortal winter everywhere. Elsa was so surprise about it. She didn’t mean to do that and she was confuse. Anna tried to make her calm and asked her to unfreeze it, and the problem would finish.

Utterance 12
Hans: Queen Elsa! Don’t be the monster they fear you are.
Elsa: No....What have I done?

Elsa and servants of Duke was fighting each others. The Duke servant was in the hands of Elsa. Suddenly Hans came in and forbid her to kill them. Then Elsa asked what she had done until all of people tried to catch her. She was so confuse.

Utterance 13
Hans: Your sister? She returned from the mountain weak and cold. She said you froze her heart.
Hans: *I tried to save her, but it was too late. Her skin was ice. Her hair turned white...*

Hans: *Your sister is dead... because of you.*

Hans told to Elsa that Anna was died. He said the murder of Anna was her sister. Elsa was so sad and afraid because she killed her sister, then Hans described the condition of Anna.

Utterance 14

*Olaf:* Anna?

*Elsa:* Wha-? Anna?

*Anna:* Oh, Elsa.

Olaf felt so sad with scream knowing that Anna changed to be statue of ice. In other hand Elsa felt regretting because of her Anna changed to be like that, while hug her and cried suddenly Anna changed to normal again.

Utterance 15

*Elsa:* Love...will thaw...

Love.... Of course.

*Anna:* Elsa?

*Elsa:* Love.

*Anna:* I knew you could do it.

Elsa realized about what happened to Anna, if the frozen heart could be melted by love, how about to control her power to bring back summer. Anna confuse because her sister like had got an idea and asked her to tried to used her power to stop the immortal winter.

Utterance 16
Anna: Well, we haven’t worked out all the ourselves. We’ll need a few plan the ceremony. Of course we’ll have soup, roast, and ice cream and then-- Wait. Would we live here?

Elsa : Here?

Hans : Absolutely!

Anna told to held her wedding in the castle and worked by herself and describe what she needed in the wedding. Hans supported her so much. In the contrary, Elsa was confuse what her sister did moreover marry a men just met.

Utterance 17

Elsa (12) : I’m scared. It’s getting stronger.

King : Getting upset only makes it worse.

Elsa (12) : No. Don’t touch me. I don’t want to hurt you.

Elsa looked so scare because her power grew stronger, her dad asked her not to worry about it. But Elsa refused to be touched by her parents, because she was afraid if they were injury. Beside that Anna passed in front of the room they were stay and went away out there.

Utterance 18

Elsa: Hi.

Anna: Hi me...? Oh. Um. Hi.

Elsa: You look beautiful.

Anna: Thank you. You look beautifuller. I mean, not fuller. You don’t look fuller, but more beautiful.

Elsa greeted Anna by saying hi, Anna asked to whom that greeting. Elsa praised her sister about her appearance looked beautiful. Although they were family, but they had never met for a long time because Elsa always locked her room all time.
5. **Declaratives**

   Utterance 1

   *Young Elsa:*  *Watch this!*

   *Young Elsa:*  *Hi, I'm Olaf and I like warm hugs.*

   *Young Anna:*  *I love you, Olaf.*

   Elsa and Anna played in the ball room, Elsa started her magical power to create the snow. They built a snowman and Elsa played and moved the hands of snowman and said "hi, I am Olaf and I like warm hugs" then Anna said "I love you Olaf" then they continued playing